
Musicbed exists to help you find the perfect song for your project, 
with a curated roster featuring hundreds of leading composers and 
emerging indie artists. 

Who We Are:

What Makes
Us Different:

Revenue:

Contact:

Musicbed is a one-stop shop for all things sync. We aren’t your traditional licensing agency. We serve clients at  every  level  from  

micro and subscription licenses for  independent  filmmakers to traditional TV/Film and large-budget custom work. We exist to 

help filmmakers, agencies, and creatives find the music they need through our intuitive online platform and aggressively search 

for sync opportunities in all markets large and small.

We’re passionate about promoting incredible music in order to provide additional avenues of income for musicians so they can 

make a healthy living doing what they love. 

SPLITS/TERMS

We believe music has value and artists should be compensated 

well for their work, which directly reflects how we operate our 

platform. Our terms are flexible to accommodate any specific 

scenario and our splits are fair and friendly.

Artists receive 50-60% of license revenue, straight off the top. Our 

goal is to expose artists to a huge, diverse market of filmmakers 

specifically looking for music to sync. We monetize every available 

avenue on behalf of the artist.

RATES

Because our market is so wide, rates vary considerably. Micro 

licenses obtained through our website can range from $10-$1,000 

while our traditional non pre-cleared rates are exponentially 

higher (anywhere from $1,000-200,000 or more) depending on 

the client size and distribution. For custom-scoring opportunities, 

rates will be a culmination of many factors but Musicbed believes 

that custom scoring is a special artist/client relationship and 

values it accordingly.

REVENUE

45% of our licensing revenue is accumulated through micro 

licenses. The other 55% is attributed to traditional and custom 

opportunities. While there are more physical micro licenses and 

the opportunities for traditional licenses are limited, both sides 

offer amazing potential for revenue generation.

SINGLE SONG/SUBSCRIPTION

Musicbed offers two distinct payment options for clients. The 

first is a very traditional single song fee. A client pays for a single 

song for a single use, with rates dependent upon client size 

and scope of work. The other option is in response to new and 

emerging market trends surrounding subscription models. We 

offer a monthly or annual fee, tiered by size, segment, and scope 

for clients to choose from if they need the ability to pay one fee 

for multiple uses. This model is primarily built for social media 

content creators releasing daily content who not only prefer 

subscription models but actively ignore single song models.

MONTHLY PAYOUTS

Administratively, Musicbed pays out royalties on the 15th of every 

month for the previous month’s licenses. We have real-time, 

downloadable reports denoting each license as well as a robust 

analytics dashboard for artists to dig deeper into licensing trends.

 

CONTENT ID

Musicbed’s subscription model relies on YouTube’s Content 

ID system to verify, validate, and find additional licensing 

opportunities, as well as monetize and collect ad revenue on 

an artist’s behalf. Because of the subscription model’s reliance 

on Content ID, Musicbed has created the ability to either tie 

into an existing CMS with our proprietary application SyncID, 

or add an artist’s songs to Musicbed’s own CMS for seamless 

integration. Content ID monetization and the potential to discover 

unlicensed videos is an extremely valuable resource and tool 

for further revenue generation.

Quick Stats:

TRUSTED BY THE WORLD’S TOP 

BRANDS

MUSICBED.COM

1 ,118,000

Registered Users

28,900,000

Annual Email Newsletters

100,000,000+

Ambassador Subscriber Reach

250,500

Social Media Following

54,000

Songs Annually Pitched

66,000,000

Annual Song Streams
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